• Changed MILPERSMAN Article number from 1326-155 to 1326-040
• Updated references
• Expanded program responsibilities and execution procedures
• Updated application procedures
• **Subpara 3f,** Added command endorsements positive or negative are required for Reserve Unit Command. Endorsements must be submitted and signed by the applicants current reserve Command.
• **Subpara 4h(8),** Added ensure the scheduling and completion of goals, plan and success courses for all of the members who is on recall orders prior to the end of their original orders
• **Subpara 4k(4),** Added prior to any elective treatment by the Military Health System members must first consult with a competent military medical authority
• **Subpara 7c(4),** Added pregnant service members must provide documentation by their obstetrician to participate in any active duty functions
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